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CELA works toward protecting public
health and the environment by seeking
justice for those harmed by pollution or
poor decision-making and by changing
policies to prevent problems in the first
place. Since 1970, CELA has used legal
tools, undertaken groundbreaking
research and advocated for increased
environmental protection and to
safeguard communities. As a specialty
clinic funded by Legal Aid Ontario, our
primary focus is on assisting low-income
people and disadvantaged communities.

When implementing our legal aid
mandate, CELA’s strategic objectives
are to:

• hold governments and polluters legally
accountable in relation to environmental
harm or adverse effects upon public
health and safety;

• maintain and expand citizens’
environmental rights, and improve
environmental equity;

• seek proactive solutions including via
the precautionary principle in order to
reduce or avoid activities or exposures
that may harm human or ecosystem
health; and 

• ensure timely, effective cleanup of past
or present pollution to achieve
improvement in public health and
environmental quality.

15th Floor - 55 University Avenue
Toronto, ON M5J 2H7
Tel: 416-960-2284, Fax: 416-960-9392 
Toll-free: 1-844-755-1420 
cela.ca
twitter.com/CanEnvLawAssn
facebook.com/CanadianEnvironmentalLawAssociation 
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I am pleased to introduce highlights from our work during 2017. Every year we enjoy taking time to reflect on
our work as a legal aid clinic in Ontario. This year was as busy as ever including several areas of expansion in
our work with other legal clinics in advocating for the rights of low-income and vulnerable individuals and
communities.

CELA’s dedicated team represents clients from communities across Ontario in the courts and tribunals and
using statutory tools to protect the environment. As we continue our core work of advocating for positive
reforms in Canada’s environmental laws and regulations, we have taken time this year to review our goals
and priorities. This exercise generated a revised set of strategic objectives and increased attention in two
areas: 1) access to environmental justice and 2) pollution prevention, public health and safety. We will
continue this work next year with a new strategic plan for 2018-22 and an updated website. 

Over nearly five decades we have enjoyed tremendous support and expertise on our Board of Directors from
lawyers and other environmental professionals, past staff and clients, and many more. This year marks a big
change with several long time Board members stepping down. I would like to extend heartfelt thanks to
Graham Rempe and Claire Yick who served on CELA’s Board for many years. 

CELA continues to prioritize mentoring students and young lawyers in the practice of environmental law. This
year we extended contract counsel opportunities to Kerrie Blaise, Rizwan Khan, Morten Siersbaek, our 2017
outgoing LPP student, and Monica Poremba, our 2016-17 outgoing articling student, all greatly expanding the
capacity of our legal team. We benefit from student volunteers who come to us from university law schools or
pro bono programs and were pleased to have Michael Lucifora join us full time for the summer months due
to a fellowship opportunity through Lakehead University’s law school. And we were pleased to have articling
student Jessica Karban join us this year. We also said good-bye to Erica Stahl and Barbora Grochalova, both
former articling students and counsel, as they pursued other opportunities. We are delighted when our
former students and lawyers take their public interest, social justice perspective onward in their careers and
on behalf of many other clients across Canada.  

We are proud of our accomplishments and hope you enjoy reading about them.

Theresa McClenaghan
Executive Director 

Follow me on Twitter @TheresaMcClenag

Message from the 

Executive Director



Test case at the OMB on behalf of OPAL  
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CELA’s core mandate is to provide access to justice and public
participation in environmental decision-making. These efforts include
testing the existing laws and pushing for better decisions. We
represent clients across Ontario in the courts, before administrative
tribunals, and by using legal tools. Here are some highlights of our
casework during 2017.

CELA represents Oxford People Against the Landfill
(OPAL) in a case in Oxford County, which passed
Official Plan Amendment (OPA) 197 banning the
importation of waste into the County. A prospective
landfill proponent appealed the OPA to the Ontario
Municipal Board (OMB). The OMB hearing in April
2018 will address a number of key legal issues,
including the nature and extent of municipal

jurisdiction under the Planning Act in relation to
waste disposal regulation. In addition, OPAL
continues to respond to the proponent’s
environmental assessment of its proposal to
construct and operate a large private landfill
immediately adjacent to the Town of Ingersoll,
raising significant water quality concerns. 

Litigation, Hearings, and
Statutory Tools
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Reconsideration of landfill EA approval
CELA represents Citizens Against
ED-19 Dump in relation to a
proposed municipal landfill in
southeastern Ontario that was
approved under Ontario’s
Environmental Assessment Act
(EA Act) in the late 1990s, but was
never constructed or operated. A
private company has recently

proposed purchasing the property
and commencing waste disposal
activities. However, the approved
landfill design lacks an
impermeable liner at the base to
protect groundwater, and our
client’s hydrogeologist has
identified various other concerns,
including potential surface water

impacts. Accordingly, CELA has
formally requested that the
Environment Minister exercise his
authority under section 11.4 
of the EA Act to reconsider the
issuance of the outdated approval
in light of this new technical
information and other changes in
circumstances and site conditions.

ERT hearing involving residues
of toxic pesticide
CELA counsel represented the Concerned Citizens of
Brant (CCOB) in a hearing before the Environmental
Review Tribunal (ERT) in relation to a proposed
operation of a gravel pit in Paris, Ontario. CCOB was
concerned that atrazine, a herbicide previously used
at the site, would result in groundwater
contamination from the proposed operation. CCOB
called a toxicologist, a hydrogeologist and an
engineer to provide expert testimony. Nine
community members also gave presentations. The
ERT did not adopt CCOB's concerns and, as a result,
CCOB appealed the ERT decision to the Minister of
the Environment and Climate Change. 

Intervening in CNSC annual regulatory oversight reports 
The trend to longer operating licenses for both
nuclear power plants and nuclear substance users
has decreased the frequency of licensing hearings
and with it, opportunities for the public to weigh in on
the nuclear regulator’s decisions. CELA was active
this year on the annual, oversight reporting – led by
the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC) –
of licensees. With aging nuclear reactors, over 2000
nuclear substance users in Canada and more than 
1 million shipments of nuclear packages annually,

CELA continues to push for public disclosure of
documents and plans which demonstrate how and
upon what basis the regulator bases its oversight on
environmental protection and emergency
preparedness. We find the overall lack of
environmental reporting troubling and continue to
urge the regulator to recognize its statutory duty to
act in the public interest and ensure health and
safety of people and the environment.
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Cleaning up the mess – nuclear waste
CELA’s work often deals with environmental
“legacy” issues with the worst of these exemplified
by four nuclear waste cases. Local communities are
very worried about impacts on adjacent waterways,
drinking water, environmental and ecosystem
health, and potential failure of proposed “solutions”.
Since all four involve approaches that are either
completely untested, or have failed elsewhere, and
involve radioactive wastes that can remain toxic for
hundreds and thousands of years and beyond, these
concerns are legitimate. 

The first of them, the “DGR” at Kincardine proposes
placement of mixed low, intermediate, and long lived
nuclear waste in an extremely deep rock cavity just
one kilometre from Lake Huron. A lack of proper
evaluation of alternatives, failure of similar
technology elsewhere in the world, and irreversibility
of this proposal are among the reasons people are
calling for the federal environment Minister to deny
approval. 

The second and third cases are among the first
nuclear EA matters under the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Act, 2012 and will test
the new role of the CNSC to conduct environmental
assessments as the lead agency. They are “grout
and abandon” proposals for the Whiteshell and

Rolphton nuclear power reactors. Chalk River
Nuclear Laboratories has suggested it's a good idea
to leave everything on the edge of the Winnipeg and
Ottawa Rivers, fill the buildings and cavities up with
grout and cement, and walk away.

The fourth case is the “Near Surface Disposal
Facility” also proposed by Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories. Once again, the regulator— the
CNSC—would conduct the EA. An extremely large
volume of nuclear waste from Chalk River’s past
activities, and from other locations in Ontario, would
be placed in a “near surface” mound with a liner and
cap similar to domestic landfills. Among many
issues raised by concerned groups is that
international guidelines suggest such an approach
only for low level, lower risk wastes. However much
of the waste destined for this site, very near the
Ottawa River, is very long-lived, very toxic radioactive
waste that doesn’t meet those guidelines.  

These nuclear waste cases are scheduled to play out
over 2018 and perhaps beyond. CELA will participate
in these upcoming decisions, work with the
concerned communities, and argue for more
sustainable and prudent decision making regarding
these legacies.



OMB hearing on proposed subdivision
CELA represents a group of local
residents (Hartington Community
Association) concerned about the
potential environmental effects of a
proposed subdivision in a small
hamlet in Frontenac County. The
hamlet residences are wholly
dependent on private wells, but the
sensitive aquifer is vulnerable to

adverse impacts on water quantity 
and quality. At an OMB hearing
held in May 2017, CELA’s client
presented expert evidence on land 
use planning considerations,
stormwater management, and
groundwater protection. The 
OMB decision is pending.

With funding from the CNSC to
support this intervention, CELA
intervened at the relicensing
hearing of New Brunswick’s Point
Lepreau nuclear generating
station, located on the Bay of
Fundy, and Canada’s only nuclear
power plant on the ocean. This was
the last operating nuclear power
plant in Canada that we had not yet
examined as to emergency
planning post-Fukushima (the rest
of the plants are in Ontario).
Concerns raised with the CNSC

included the potentially
compromised ability of emergency
teams to respond should a nuclear
emergency coincide with other
industrial or weather-related
accidents. We recommended the
CNSC require an ocean-based,
emergency response plan. Notably,
we prompted the CNSC to rule that
the formerly unavailable provincial
emergency response plan must be
made publicly available, for the
purposes of both public awareness
and openness.

New Brunswick releases its nuclear 
emergency response plan to the public

Energy East pipeline 
CELA celebrated the announcement
of TransCanada’s withdrawal of its
Energy East Pipeline project, but not
before making submissions to the
National Energy Board, on behalf of
our client Environmental Defence.
We repeatedly raised the issue with
the NEB that until Canada had a
comprehensive climate test to guide
energy projects and had remedied
the “crisis of confidence” from

which it suffered (as noted by the
expert, NEB Modernization panel in
Spring of 2017), the project should
be postponed. Prior to the project’s
cancellation, CELA welcomed a
precedential ruling from the NEB
that found upstream and
downstream greenhouse gas
emissions would factor into its
public interest determination of 
the project. 
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CELA is at the forefront of legal research and advocacy to protect
the environment and human health. Our law reform work
encompasses consultation about policy, detailed legislative and
regulatory drafting, and the finer points of implementing laws and
regulations. CELA often leads law reform campaigns in collaboration
with other organizations and legal aid clinics. Complementary to this
work CELA’s legal team provides expert advice on environmental law
in multiple arenas including as public appointees on several advisory
bodies at the federal and provincial level. Examples of some of our
law reform activities are set out below.

Law Reform

We continue efforts aimed at achieving the federal
government’s stated commitment to ban asbestos in
Canada. Working in collaboration with diverse public
interest, environmental, and labour organizations,
CELA responded in detail to federal proposals for
regulating asbestos noting the need for a more

comprehensive approach, for example to remove
exemptions from the ban, to prohibit export of
asbestos-containing products, to enhance public
awareness and engagement, and so on.   CELA also
continued to address asbestos controls within
international treaties. 

Steady but slow progress towards an asbestos ban
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CELA was pleased to see a strong report from the
Parliamentary Standing Committee on its review of
the Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA).
Prompted by input from CELA and our fellow
environmental allies, the committee found that the
right to a healthy environment should be a focal 
point of the law's reform, procedures should be in
place to effectuate that substantive right, and
environmental protection must be achieved in a non-
discriminatory manner. 

The committee also recommended that the law be
amended to require mandatory assessment of
alternatives to existing toxic substances and

substitution of safer alternatives. To address greater
impacts on vulnerable populations, the committee
recommended responsive environmental justice
measures including addressing impacts from
aggregate, cumulative and other exposures. Among
more than 80 recommendations, the committee took
aim at risk-based regulation, noting the greater
protection afforded by a focus on the inherent hazard
of substances similar to approaches in the European
Union. Unfortunately, the federal government has
delayed responding to the Standing Committee
report and CELA will engage in this file closely
during 2018. 

Strong recommendations from 
Parliamentary Committee review of CEPA 

As the second leading cause of
lung cancer, radon remains a
serious public health concern.
CELA continues longstanding
work with the Canadian Child

Care Federation and the Canadian
Partnership for Children’s Health
and Environment to develop radon
policy reform measures to
advance within the child care

sector. This work is
complementary to ongoing
outreach efforts in this sector and
Radon Action Month activities
each November. 

Urging policy advocacy on radon within the child care sector 

After many years of public pressure from CELA and
our allies and
clients, this year
the Ontario
government
consulted on the
adequacy of its
nuclear
emergency
response plans.
Half of Ontarians
live near an aging
nuclear reactor
and Ontario is not prepared for a large-scale nuclear
accident. By year’s end, the government has stated it
will update these response plans. CELA has called

for robust plans in the event of large-scale
evacuations in the
Greater Toronto
Area, provision of
alternative sources
of drinking water if
the Great Lakes are
contaminated, and
support for
vulnerable
communities
following a large-
scale accident. As

well, such planning requires regular public review,
including accident modeling to assess the adequacy
of offsite emergency response.

Nuclear emergency response planning
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The three-year RentSafe project is nearing
completion and has generated a rich baseline of
research and multi-sectoral collaboration. The
project is investigating indoor environmental health
risks, such as mould or pesticide use, affecting
Ontario’s low-income tenants and aims to help
diverse players who address housing issues work
more effectively together. This year CELA is
completing a large report about the law affecting

tenants and RentSafe partners are
preparing a video among other
outreach resources for tenants and
service providers. Results of this
work have been presented at
multiple events for public health
professionals, landlords, tenants,
and others.   

RentSafe 

CELA continues to work closely
with the Low-Income Energy
Network (LIEN) bringing our
environmental lens to LIEN’s work
and benefiting from the expertise
of LIEN partners. We also engage
at all levels of government in

diverse law reform efforts related
to addressing climate change.
Whether it is Toronto’s climate
change strategy, the provincial
cap and trade program or
Building Code revisions, federal
climate financing measures, or

NAFTA renegotiation efforts, 
our focus is on ensuring any policy
changes recognize and do not
undermine the circumstances 
of low income and 
vulnerable people. 

Climate change and low income or vulnerable populations 

With funding from the Charles Stewart Mott
Foundation, CELA’s Healthy Great Lakes program is
engaging a broad network of individuals and
organizations in shaping, implementing, and making
use of laws and policies that protect and restore the
waters of the Great Lakes – St. Lawrence River
Basin. Through various activities, including two
successful workshops held this year, and formation
of the Toxics Free
Great Lakes
Network, we are
seeking action on
water issues to
achieve strong
public policy to
eliminate/reduce
toxic pollutants,
encourage green
infrastructure,
improve water

conservation and efficiency, and protect/restore
water quantity. This work strives to ensure equitable
action to address the needs of disadvantaged
communities, to engage with First Nation and Métis
communities, and the broader Great Lakes citizenry
to make use of available legal tools and hold
government to account for the public trust. We also
continue to advance binational strategies for highly

toxic chemicals of
mutual concern
(CMC) listed under
the Great Lakes
Water Quality
Agreement and,
alongside hundreds
of Great Lakes
allies, continue to
seek the nomination
of radionuclides to
the CMC list.

Healthy Great Lakes

Brainstorming project ideas at The People’s
Great Lakes Summit in May 2017.
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With this year’s release of a
sparse Discussion Paper about
federal EA reform, our hopes have
dimmed that the current
government will correct the
regressive changes made by the
previous government. CELA and
other environmental groups

continue to seek the repeal of the
flawed Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act, 2012. In its place,
we have called for comprehensive
“next generation” legislation that
requires sustainability
assessments at the federal level,
and establishes an independent

authority to conduct assessments
and make final decisions. CELA
hopes the federal government will
honour its stated commitment to
restore integrity and public trust
in Canada’s EA regime. 

Federal Environmental Assessment reform
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During 2017, CELA staff reached many audiences, ranging from
individual citizens, citizens’ groups and service providers (including staff
in other legal aid clinics), to private bar lawyers and professional
associations on wide-ranging topics.

Public Legal Education and
Community Outreach

Among our online communications tools that
promote our work, our website receives about 60,000
visitors per year. In 2017, we added over 125
publications and blog posts, over 35 media releases,
and several new thematic collections. As a
repository for all of CELA’s public materials we
promote these resources through our e-Bulletin and

via social media. Through
translation services
provided by Legal Aid
Ontario, most of our media
releases are translated into
French.

Online tools

The CELA e-Bulletin is delivered to over 2000
subscribers and is forwarded to other
communication channels such as the Your Legal
Rights email list maintained by Community Legal
Education Ontario (CLEO). We continue to steadily
expand our social media presence on Twitter and
Facebook.

twitter.com/CanEnvLawAssn and
twitter.com/@TheresaMcClenag

facebook.com/CanadianEnvironmentalLawAssociation

Monthly e-Bulletin and social media
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CELA counsel once again participated in
this year’s Environmental Law Toolkit
Workshop. The workshop is organized by
the Sustainability Network and supported
by the North American Commission on
Environmental Cooperation.

CELA’s website hosts an increasing number of staff
and guest blogs on important topics. Our lawyers
continue to serve as editors of the Canadian
Environmental Law Reports, a case reporting series
published by Carswell. CELA Counsel Joe Castrilli is
the author of the Annotated Guide to the Canadian
Environmental Protection Act which he updates
several times a year. CELA Executive Director

Theresa McClenaghan updates Ontario Water Law, a
2014 text she co-authored with environmental
lawyer Julie Abouchar. In addition to being consulted
for their opinions by the media, CELA’s lawyers,
paralegals and articling student participate in
speaking opportunities on a wide range of topics at
public events, town hall meetings, educational
institutions, workshops or via webinars.

Legal education – blogging, writing, editing, public speaking and webinars

Migrating monarch butterflies in Point Pelee
National Park in late October awaiting calmer
winds to fly over Lake Erie.
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Balance Sheet

Clinic Litigation Other March 31
Fund Fund Fund 2017 2016

ASSETS                                                                                               
Current

Cash $ 11,367 $ 105,030 $ 301,684 $ 418,081 $ 169,260
Term deposit  due within one year 62,383 62,383
Grants and accounts receivable 137,274 84,930 222,204 177,210
GST recoverable 14,720 8 1,944 16,672 28,386
Due from Clinic 21,710 21,710 93,027
Due from Litigation and Other 10,211
Prepaid expenses 17,728 17,728 18,676

43,815 242,312 472,651 758,778 496,770

Term deposit due over one year 62,729 62,729 124,403
Investment in Co-opearative of
Speciality Community Legal
Clinics of Ontario Inc. (note 2) 500 500 500
Capital assets (note 3) 741 741 1,800

$ 45,056 $ 242,312 $ 535,380 $ 822,748 $ 623,473

LIABILITIES
Current

Accounts payable and accrued
liabilities $ 25,160 $ - $ 19,634 $ 44,794 $ 42,321
Deferred revenue [note 4] - 212,623 212,623 45,234
Due to Clinic 10,211
Due to Other 21,710 21,710 93,027

46,870 232,257 279,127 190,793

NET ASSETS (DEFICIENCY) (1,814) 242,312 303,123 543,621 432,680

$ 45,056 $ 242,312 $ 535,380 $ 822,748 $ 623,473

This information is a condensed financial statement consistent with and derived from the audited financial statements of the Canadian Environmental Law
Association as at June 26, 2017. Audited financial statements were prepared by Chaplin and Co. Chartered Accountants in accordance with the Canadian
generally accepted auditing standards and who expressed an unqualified opinion on these financial statements in their report dated June 26, 2017. To
obtain a better understanding of the organization’s financial position and the results of its operations and cash flows for the year in question, the
condensed financial statements should be read in light of the relevant audited financial statements, which are available upon request.

Audited Financial Statements 2016-2017
Canadian Environmental Law Association/ 

L ’Association canadienne du droit de l’environnement
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Statement of Operations and Net Assets

                                                                                    Clinic              Litigation              Other Year Ended March 31
                                                                                    Fund                  Fund                  Fund                  2017                   2016

Revenue

Legal Aid Ontario                                                $1,508,019         $                       $                         $1,508,019       $1,511,351
Grants [note 4]                                                                                                                 62,768               62,768                62,331
Interest and other income                                                15                     561               47,167               47,743                37,835
Royalties                                                                                                                             24,000               24,000                27,050
Legal Aid Ontario indirect 
payments [note 5]                                                   16,844                                                                  16,844                15,537

                                                                                                  
                                                                                1,524,878                     561             133,935          1,659,374           1,654,104

Expenses                                                                                                                                                                                             
Amortization                                                                  1,059                                                                      1,059                     689
Bad debts (recovery)                                                                             (3,700)                                       (3,700)                18,516
Communications, printing and distribution           10,033                                           2,509               12,542                23,173
Contracted services                                                   24,960                                           51,533               76,493                55,649
Equipment                                                                   11,483                                                                      11,483                16,144
Indirect payments                                                       16,844                                                                      16,844                15,537
Library purchases                                                      13,423                                                                  13,423                11,274
Occupancy                                                                    86,952                                                                  86,952             172,282
Office and General                                                      15,668                                                  93               15,761                19,973
Professional development                                          4,440                                                                        4,440                  7,280
Professional dues                                                       13,941                                                                      13,941                11,924
Professional fees                                                          8,293                                              (577)                 7,716                  8,684
Salaries and benefits                                            1,240,710                                         37,588          1,278,298          1,299,668
Travel                                                                            13,022                                              159               13,181               10,898 

                                                                                 1,460,828                (3,700)               91,305          1,548,433          1,671,691

Excess (deficiency) of 
revenue over expenses                                          64,050                  4,261               42,630             110,941             (17,587)

Net assets,
beginning of year                                                  (65,864)              238,051             260,493             432,680             450,267

Net assets (deficiency), end of year                 $     (1,814)         $   242,312        $   303,123        $  543,621         $  432,680

Canadian Environmental Law Association/ 
L ’Association canadienne du droit de l’environnement
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Thank You!

Dominic Ali
David Arruda
Kerrie Blaise
Joseph Castrilli
Kathleen Cooper
Keshab Prasad Dahal
Jessica Karban
Rizwan Khan

Fe de Leon
Barbora Grochalova
Richard Lindgren
Anastasia Lintner
Michael Lucifora
Theresa McClenaghan
Ramani Nadarajah
Monica Poremba

Andrew Pickles
Danielle Rini
Morten Siersbaek
Liliana Svartman
Tracy Tucker
Jacqueline Wilson 

Lauren Alcorn
Elizabeth Block
Jackie Campbell
Lesley Cameron (Chair)
Margaret Casey

Bruce Davidson
Miriam Diamond
Renee Griffin (President)
Isobel Heathcote
John Jackson

Grace Patterson
Graham Rempe
Mona Sookram (Treasurer)
Luke Wintjes
Claire Yick

Alana Aird
Husainatu Barrie
Lijing Black
Jessica Borromeo
Alexia Bridgeman
Coco Cao
Daniel Carens-Nedelsky
Linguro Chen

Aaron Cressman
Jacob Damstra
Arslan Daniel
Jennifer Evola
Lisa Harris
Emily Kim
Jacynthe Ledoux
Megan Lee

Pearl Lee
Victoria Lor
Kieran May
Ryan McNamara
Meghan Palozzi
Jeannie Pau
Jessica Schissler
Elicia Wilkinson

Volunteers, Students, Interns

CELA Staff  

CELA non-staff Board Members

Campbell Lawless LLP Chartered 
Professional Accountants

Chaplin and Co. Chartered 
Accountants

Derek Coronado
Brad Cundiff
Alan Dixon
Natalija Fisher

Ian Fairlie
Lawrence Gunther
George Henry
Islandside Studio
John Jackson
Paula Maccabee
Tanya Markvart
Lynn Marshall

Sarah Miller
John Molot
Michael Murray
Nina Nakajima
Erica Phipps
Samantha Restoule
Adrienne Scott
Allison Turner

Expert Advisors 

CELA is deeply grateful for the work of our dedicated staff and all the help we get from board
members and volunteers. We also appreciate the assistance and good relationships we enjoy
with our clients and the many organizations and individuals we collaborate with each year.
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Advocacy Centre for Tenants Ontario
Ban Asbestos Canada
Campaign for Nuclear Phase-out
Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment
Canadian Association of University Teachers
Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives
Canadian Environment Network Environmental
Assessment Reform Working Group
Canadian Partnership for Children’s Health and
Environment
CAREX Canada
Centre for Environmental Health Equity
Chippewas of the Thames, Oneida of the Thames and
Munsee Delaware First Nations
Chiefs of Ontario
Citizens Network on Waste Management
Clean Air Alliance
Concerned Citizens of Renfrew County
Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Responsibility
Cooperative of Community Specialty Legal Clinics 
of Ontario
Council of Canadians
Durham Nuclear Awareness
Ecojustice
Environmental Defence
Environmental Health Institute of Canada

Freshwater Future Canada
Great Lakes Protection Act Alliance
Green Budget Coalition
Green Prosperity
Greenpeace
International POPs Elimination Network
LAWS Program  
Legal Aid Ontario
Low Income Energy Network
MiningWatch Canada
Osgoode Hall Law School’s Environmental Justice and
Sustainability Clinical Program
Northwatch
Recycling Council of Ontario
RentSafe
Swim Drink Fish Canada
Toronto Cancer Prevention Coalition
Toronto Environmental Alliance
Toxics Free Great Lakes
University of Toronto Law School Pro Bono Program 
University of Toronto School of the Environment
University of Toronto, Mississauga – Department of
Geography
University of Western Ontario Law School Pro Bono
Program
Wilfrid Laurier University

CAREX Canada
Freshwater Future Canada
Law Foundation of Ontario
Legal Aid Ontario

Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
Salamander Foundation
Tides Foundation

Funders

Key Partners and Partnerships 
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CELA lawyers
celebrated 
John Swaigen
(left) at his
retirement party
this year, 
pictured here
with David Estrin,
both CELA
founders. 

CELA staff and Board members enjoyed a day
of canoeing the Grand River in June.
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